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rilHE treatise on the ceremonies of the Byzantine court,
X commonly known by the title Dc Cerimoniis, is ascribed to
Constantine VII in the unique manuscript in which it is jireserved.1

It is clear that, if this attribution is true, it is not completely true
of the text which has come down to us, since this text contains
some passages relating to events subsequent to Constantine's death.
These passages, which will be noticed below, led Keiske to throw
out the conjecture that the original compiler was not Con-
stantine VII, but his grandson, Constantine VIII.2 As there is no
evidence whatever to connect Constantine VIII with the work this
suggestion, which Keiske only put forward tentatively, has met
with no favour; and it is now generally admitted that the original
compilation belongs to the reign of Constantine VII.3 A careful
examination of the treatise leaves no room for doubt that this is
the case; but there is considerable uncertainty as to the limits of
the work in its first shape and the extent of the later additions.
Thus Rambaud concluded that the greater part of book ii. dates
from the end of the tenth century.'1

Besides the problem of determining how the work came to

1 In the University Library at Leipzig : n handsome parchment, saec. xi/xii.
First edited by Leich and Eeiske, 1751-4 ; reprinted in Bonn Corpus, 1829-30.

J Reiske'8 Pracfatio, ed. Bonn, p. xxiii.
• So Bambaud, Krumbacher, Bieliaev.
* L'Empire grec au dixiime Siicle, p. 130; but he also contemplatos tho reigns of

Constantine VIII and Romanus III (p. 134).
VOL. XXII.—NO. LXXXVI. P

* All rights reserved.
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210 THE CEREMONIAL BOOK OF April

assume its present form, the character of the original compilation,
which consists largely of transcripts of older documents, presents
a second problem to the critic. It is important to distinguish the
compiler's work from his material, and to discover the periods to
which the various incorporated documents belong. In his book
dealing with the ceremonies described in book i. cc. 1-37, Bieliaev
has made several useful observations bearing on this question, and
Diehl has recently made a valuable contribution/'

I. GENERAL ANALYSIS OF THE TREATISE.

§ 1. A comparison of the preface to book ii. with the preface
to book i. shows that book ii. was part of the design of the original
author. The preface to book i. announces as the subject 17 Ttjs
jSatTiXsiou Tarsus iic&eais re ical vTroTxnruxris, and promises to
describe ocra Trapa rwv TraXaiorspav i<f>£upe6r] KOX Trapa. TWI»

SirjyyeXOr] ical Trap' i)fi6i)v ai/rwv sdedOrj teal sv 17/itf
(p. 4). The preface to book ii. (p. 516) draws a distinc-

tion between two kinds of material—(1) written records, ocra
avyypacprjs Trapa rtcriv ervyev; and (2) what has been handed
down orally, rat? fivijfiat,s Bia<T(o^6/j.£va ical Trapa TUJI TrpecrfivTepcov
tiKoXovdcos rols vswTs'pont TrapaTT£fnr6fisva. It is stated that the
former, hitherto scattered and disconnected, have been arranged,
' by our care,' in logical order and included in book i. (iv rfj irpb
T/jcrSg @Lj3\ou) ; the latter are to form the content of. book ii. (o<ra
1) irapovaa /3i'/3\o? efj,Tr£pi£xu)- There can be no doubt that the
two prefaces are from the same pen, as they profess to be; the
style and tone are exactly the same. But the first preface does
not announce, or seem to contemplate, a division of the work into
two books, nor does it discriminate the two classes of material
which determine that division. Hence we can conclude that the
preface to book i. is a preface to the work as a whole, written
before book i. was completed or perhaps begun, and that the
second book was an afterthought.0

It 1G to be observed that, although in these prefaces the writer

4 The chief literature on the Dc Cerimoniis is as follows : the Prefaces of Leich
and Reiske (in vol. i., ed. Bonn), and the Commentary of Eeiske (in vol. ii., ed. Bonn);
Bambaud, op. cit. (1870), pp. 128-3G ; H. Wiischke, Sludicn zu den Ccremonien des
K. Porphyr. (1884); Krumbacher, Gesch. dcr bye. Litt.1 pp. 254-7 (where references
to works on special points will be found); D. Th. Bieliaev,' Ezhednevnye i voskresnye
ptiemy vizantiiskikh tsarei i prazdnichnye vykhody ikh v khram sv. Sophii,' v ix-n
v. 1893 (being the 2nd book of his Byznntina); Bieliaev's preface deals with the
origin and composition of the work, and is the fullest study of the question that has
hitherto appeared. The first book of his Bysantvna. ('Obzor glavnykh chastei
bolshago dvortsa,' 1801) is also indispensable. For the works of Markovich and
Kanevski it is enough to refer to Bieliaev's preface, p. xvi sqq. I cite his two volumes
as Obzor and Priemy. Diehl, Etudes byzantines (1905), p. 293 sqq.

' This conclusion is supported by the fact that while in the MS. book ii. is headed r i
SiiTffOi' /9ij3Aioe (p. 50'.)) book i. is not headed rh vpurov /3iJ3A on.
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1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 211

does not give any express indication of his identity, there is not
only nothing to contradict, or cast suspicion on, the authorship of
Constantine, but the general tone and some particular phrases
seem to bear out its imperial 6rigin. For instance, p. 3 : 1} filv Se
Kal \iav <jii\oi> Kal irepiairovhaaTov Kal ra>v dWcof airdvT(ov
ol/cstoTspov, are hia, Trjs eiraiveTrjs rd^scos TTJS (3aa-c\£iov apxfjs
SsiKwfj.svr]s Kocr/iiiorspas K.T.\. And the distinction between Trap
t'l/itov aiiToiv sdsddr} and iv r/fiiv ivTjpyijd'r] (p. 4, 1. 15) seems a
pretty clear discrimination of the reign of Eomanus I, when Con-
stantine was a subordinate basileus, from his own reign as hasileus
autokrator.

§ 2. Book i. cc. 1-83 displays the orderly arrangement which
is claimed for it in the preface io book ii. The ceremonies
follow each other slp^a> TIVI Kal rd^et \s\oyia/j.evp, and there is
nothing in these eighty-three chapters which points to a date subse-
quent to Constantine VII. It is to be noted that there is a consider-
able lacuna; a portion of the manuscript has been lost; and the
chapters, which now number eighty-three, were originally ninety-
two. This lacuna will claim our attention subsequently; for the
present we may represent the arrangement of book i. as follows :—

BOOKI.CC. 1-83=1-92*.

cc. 1-37 (=46 *): processions and ceremonies on religious festivals,
cc. 38-83 (=92 *): secular ceremonies.

The rest of book i. cc. 84-97 (or properly 93*-106*) consists
of material different in character :

cc. 84, 85 : ceremonies at the appointment of certain functionaries.
c. 86 : investitures of certain officers.
cc. 87, 88: reception of ambassadors announcing proclamation of

western emperor.
cc. 89, 90 : reception of Persian ambassadors.
cc. 91-5 : dvayopeuVeis of Leo I, Anastasius I, Justin I, Leo II,

Justinian I.
c. 96 : avayopevais of Nicephorus II.
c. 97 : ceremony of appointing proedros of senate.

The two last chapters proclaim themselves as subsequent to the
reign of Constantine. The office of proedros was first instituted
by Nicephorus Phocas, and first filled by Basil the parahoi-
momenos.1 Hence c. 97 cannot be prior to the reign of Nicephorus
Phocas. C. 96 was written during his reign, for the writer refers
to h im as 6 sucreftrjs Kal <j>i\.6xpt,crTos fta(ri\eus r/fiiov NiKT)cj)6pos

7 Cedrenus, ii. 379, piyjrw irpdrepov UVTOS TOV a£tu>naros (cp. Leo Diaconus, p. 49).
Beiske has drawn illegitimate conclusions (Comm. p. 465), and he is followed by Rarn-
baud (op. cit. p. 132). They both mistranslate the passage of Cedrenus. Cp. Bieliaev,
Priemy, pp. 28-9 note.

v 2
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212 THE CEREMONIAL BOOK Oh' April

(p. 484); and one might expect to find that c. 97 also was an
addition of the same period. Internal evidence confirms this
explanation. We find prominence given to the Caesar (jov
£vTV%ecrTaTOv Kaiaapos) along with the fiaaiXsvs avToKpdrop
(p. 443, 7, 10, 13). This proves that there was a Caesar when the
ceremony was held from which this description is generalised.
Nicephorus Phocas, on his accession, created his father, Bardas,
Caesar.8 After this reign there was no Caesar at Constantinople
until the end of the reign of Michael IV, when his nephew, Michael
Kalaphates, was adopted by Zoe and raised to the rank of Caesar.
We are justified in concluding that c. 97 was based on the
ceremony which promoted Basil to the office of proedros at the
beginning of the reign of Nicephorus; and we note as significant
that no account is taken of the ixiKpol ffacriXsl? (Basil II and
Constantine VIII). They are equally ignored in the acclamations
of c. 96. The addition, then, of these two chapters points to a
redaction of book i. in the reign of Nicephorus.9

§ 3. Cc. 84-95 are documents dating unquestionably from the
sixth century. This is abundantly evident from both style and
contents. In particular c. 86 can be dated between A.D. 548 and
565,10 c. 87 (with 88) in the reign of Justinian. The series of
uvayopevasis was also compiled in Justinian's reign and formed
one whole, as is shown by the fact that all the emperors are
referred to as deceased, except Justinian {TOU sucrsfiecrTaTov rjfiuv
'Iovo-Tivtav6v).n That the series is taken from the work of one
writer, who looked back on the coronation of Leo I as ancient
history, is proved by the last sentences of c. 91.

As the evident origin of all these chapters in the sixth century
is generally admitted it is unnecessary to enumerate the marks
(offices, institutions, technical nomenclature) which differentiate
them from the rest of book i. The only question ^yhich admits of
dispute is their authorship. The lemmata in the manuscript state
that cc. 84,85 are taken etc iwv rov fxaylarpov Uerpov. Hence we are

* Leo Diaconus, p. 49. It is hardly necessary to observe that the passage in the
preface to Nicephorus Phocas, De velitatione bcllica, p. 185 (ed. Bonn), refers to this
Bardas Caesar (Ba'pSas S nanaph^j Kataap), and not, as I have somewhere seen it
explained, to the uncle of Michael III.

• Rarabaud (with Eeiske) contemplates the possibility of c. 97 dating from the
sixth century, the vpdtSpos being the old princeps senatus. But, apart from other
objections, such a date is peremptorily excluded by the style (which is homogeneous
with that of the ninth and tenth century ceremonies, in marked contrast with that
of the sixth-century documents, cc. 84-95) and by later institutions which are
implied.

10 Theodora dead, 390, 9; Justinian still alive, 391, 17.
11 P. 433, 1. I may observe that in this chapter, 433, 6, noptvTov should be

corrected to KofUvrov (convention). The mistake was due to the easy confusion of
li and 0 in tenth and eleventh century MSS. So in De Adm. Imp. 74, 20, Nt
should be corrected to titQoyapSas (Novgorod).
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1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 213

justified in assigning them to the irspl Tro\i,TiKrjs KaracrTda-ecas12 of
Peter the Patrician, whose position as maginter officiorum explains
his special interest in these ceremonies. It was a natural con-
jecture of Eeiske that not only cc. 84 and 85 but the following
ten chapters also belong to Peter. This view was rejected by
Wiischke,13 but probability, as Patzig has shown, is entirely in its
favour.14 Otherwise we have to believe that these chapters, here
juxtaposed, have been taken from two (or more) different works,
dating from the reign of Justinian, similar in subject and uniform
in style.

The authorship, however, is unimportant for the present pur-
pose. For that purpose, and in relation to Constantine's work, all
these chapters form a single group which stands apart from cc. 1-83.
(1) Whereas 1-83 are a guide to the actual court ceremonial of the
tenth century, 84-95 are of purely antiquarian interest. They not
only describe ceremonies which had been changed in character, but
concern obsolete institutions (e.g. the Augustalis of Egypt, the
KOfirjs (ryoKrjs), and apply to circumstances which no longer existed
(the Persian kingdom; the Ostrogothic kingdom, or western em-
perors, in Italy). (2) 91-5 describe ceremonies as performed on
particular historical occasions. In 1-83 the descriptions are always
generalised. (3) This group stands quite outside the arrangement
of 1-83. If 84, 85 had been part of the design of book i. they
should, in accordance with the principle of its arrangement, have
followed 43-59. These considerations establish that 84-95 are an
accretion, lying outside the homogeneous unity of the book. It
does not follow, however, that they may not have been added by
the author himself, just as in a similar case a modern writer might
furnish in an appendix extracts of antiquarian interest.

§ 4. Book ii., in contrast to book i., is a miscellany showing
little attempt at arrangement. We learn from its preface (as we
have seen) that it was taken in hand after the completion of
book i., and that its aim was to describe ceremonies (TU^SLS) which
had not been already committed to writing. Cc. 1-25 conform to
this scheme, and are homogeneous with book i. 1-83, with the
exception of c. 17. They all describe oaa Sel Trapa^vkdrrsiv on
certain occasions, and so continue and supplement the ceremonial
of book i. Fol. 203 of the manuscript is missing ; it contained the
end of c. 16, c. 17, and the beginning of c. 18. According to the index
(p. 511) c. 17 described the dvayopevais of Piomanus II. We find

'- See Suidas sub Tlerpos 6 j>ijTa>p.
13 Ueber das von Iieiske vermulele Fragment dcr Exzcrple Konstantins Tltpl

avayopii<reas. Dessau, 1878.
" Patzig, Byz. Zeitschr. ii. 436-7. On Peter's use of colloquial Greek in a relation

of his embassy to Persia see Menander, fr. 12, F. II. G. iv. 217. Cf. Krumbacher,
(!escli. dcr byz. Lilt. p. 339. Bieliaev also accepts Ueiske's view as probable (Pricmy,
p. xxxiii, note).
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214 THE CEREMONIAL BOOK OF April

also, appended to c. 15, descriptions of the particular proceedings
on the occasions of the receptions of Saracen ambassadors and of
a Kussian princess in the reign of Constantine. Although such
accounts, relating to specific occasions, are not found in book i.,
1-83, they can hardly be said, for this formal reason, to be inter-
lopers or to imperil the unity of the group cc. 1-25. But it is
only these first twenty-five chapters that can be said either to
conform to the programme of the preface or to continue the subject
of book i.

Cc. 26-39 are antiquarian and historical, and must have been,
for the most part, transcribed from written records. C. 26 relates to
Theodosius I (with reference to a life of St. Ambrose). Cc. 27-
30 describe ceremonies in the reign of Heraclius, cc. 31-7 acts in
the reign of Michael I I I ; c. 38 recounts the enthronisation of
Theophylactus as patriarch in A.D. 933 ; c. 39, on the obsolete
office of the praepositus of the patriarch, refers to an da-<f>dXsi,a of
Heraclius.

§ 5. Thus ii. 26-39 bear a relation to ii. 1-25 similar to the
relation which i. 84-95 bear to i. 1-83. The rest of book ii. is of
a more miscellaneous character. C. 40 contains an antiquarian
explanation of the origin of the twelve \£>poi worn on Easter
Sunday by the emperor, magistri, &c, and an enumeration of
treasures preserved in certain chapels ; and c. 41, which seems
closely connected, an enumeration of aXKd^i^a. C. 42 describes
the imperial tombs in the church of the Holy Apostles. C. 43
gives the acclamations of the army on the occasion of triumphs.
Cc. 44, 45 are copies from official schedules of military armaments
in the reigns of Leo VI (A.D. 902), Eomanus I (A.D. 935), and
Constantine VII (A.D. 949), and are quite alien to the subject of

•the work. Cc. 46-8 form a group concerning the official style of
address to be observed in relations with foreign and client princes.
Cc. 49 and 50 contain respectively tables of the taxes paid by
officials oh th'eir appointment and of the stipends of strategoi and
kleisurarchai, in the reign of Leo VI. In c. 51 we have the
description of a ceremony. Cc. 52, 53 consist of the Kletorologion
of Philotheos, composed in A.D. 900; and c. 54 is a notitia episco-
patuum by Epiphanius of Cyprus, which Philotheos added as an
appendix to his work. C. 55 defines the distribution of the fees
paid by patricians on their elevation to that rank. The manuscript
breaks off in this chapter, but the index shows that the book con-
tained two more chapters, 56 being a life of Alexander of Macedon
and 57 containing rov <pvcno\6yov -q TWV EKUO-TOV drjplov OavfiacrriKr]
eft?, irpos TS deov avaywyt) ical rdv ev /Sto> evapscrrovvTuiv \6yot. v.

The titles of these two lost • chapters ' prove that book ii. of our
manuscript includes matter which cannot have formed part of
book ii. of the treatise on ceremonies designed by Constantine VII,
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1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 215

or of any ceremonial book. The other chapters which have
been enumerated fail to conform to the programme announced in
the preface, but these two have not even the remotest connexion
with the subject of the work. Hence we can conclude with cer-
tainty that book ii. assumed its present form and compass by a
purely mechanical process of stringing together and numbering as
chapters documents which happened to be physically associated
with the original book ii. of Constantine.

§ 6. Setting aside 56 and 57, most of the other chapters of
book ii. might be alleged to have some bearing, near or remote, on
the theme of the book. The relevance of cc. 43 and 51 is obvious.
Gc. 40, 41 might be considered as notes on certain costumes and
churches mentioned in various ceremonies, while cc. 49, 50, and
55 may be regarded as excursus to the ceremonies which pertain to
the appointment of officials. Cc. 46-8 are also distinctly appro-
priate as an appendix. The enumeration of the tombs in the
church of the Apostles, c. 42, might be a propos of the reference
to certain tombs in that church in c. 6 (p. 533). It is to be
observed that between cc. 41 and 42 there was once another docu-
ment, described in the index (p. 513) as a brief list of the emperors
who reigned at Constantinople, beginning with Constantine the
Great. A leaf seems to have been lost between ff. 216 and 217 of the
manuscript (cp. Eeiske, p. 754). The index numbers this list c. 42,
and throws together as c. 43 the two chapters which are numbered
c. 42 and c. 43 in the text. There was evidently a confusion in
the capitular arrangement here ; and when we note that the para-
graph which appears as c. 41 really belongs to the latter part of
c. 40 we may conclude that the division ought to have been :
41, list of emperors ; 42, imperial tombs ; 43, svfafila VTTO
rmv aTpa,Toireha>v. A list of emperors is an irrelevancy ; its occur-
rence in this place may possibly have been determined by the
adjacent list of the imperial tombs, to which it might have been
intended to serve as a chronological guide.

It is difficult to see how the descriptions of the armaments sent
on various occasions to Crete and Italy in cc. 44, 45 have any
relation to the subject of the book, or how a writer treating of
court ceremonies could have thought of introducing them in any
shape into his work. The fact that they contain some information
about some military officials and their bureaux is obviously no
justification. They must be placed in the category of irrelevant
matter.

On the other hand cc. 52, 53 are a document which is strictly
pertinent and cognate, the Kletorologion of Philotheos. But can
we suppose that the writer of the original book ii. intended to
include in is work a complete treatise by an earlier writer ?
Such a supposition would be in manifest contradiction to his
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21G THE CEREMONIAL BOOK OF April

intention as declared in the preface, and seems in itself unlikely.
It is not even as if this treatise of Philotheos had not been inde-
pendently published. Written as a practical manual in A.D. 900,
we should a priori expect it to have been disseminated, and this
expectation seems to be confirmed by the discovery of a part of the
treatise in a miscellaneous manuscript in the Patriarchal Library of
Jerusalem.15 The document was identified, and the variants pub-
lished, by Uspenski.16 Though it is not possible to demonstrate
that this copy was not transcribed from a copy of the De Cerimoniis,
book ii., there is nothing to suggest that this was the case ; and the
fact that the same manuscript contains another document dealing
with the ranks and dignities of the Byzantine court, which is not in-
cluded in the De Cerimoniis, may be urged as a positive indication
that the book of Philotheos came to the scribe of the Jerusalem
codex in another form.

§ 7. The result of our analysis is that in the collection which the
manuscript describes as book ii., and presents as a connected whole
with capitular divisions, only cc. 1-25 can claim to be the original
book designed by Constantine and announced in his preface. The
rest is a miscellany of various documents, some perfectly irrelevant
and extraneous, some more or less closely connected with the
subject, others loosely hanging on to its outskirts.

§ 8. It might be thought that c. 51 should be connected with
cc. 1-25, since it describes a ceremony in a similar way and is at
first sight homogeneous. The lemma is of the same form :

ocra 8ei TTa.pat$>v\d.TTeiv orav iv 6)tffJ.aTi /JouAerat irpoe\.6uv 6 y8atrt/\eu9 KU.1
iSeti' TO. Oftfiia. TOV CTTpaTrjyiov.

An examination of it, however, shows that it is a description not
of a practice of the tenth century, but of an obsolete ceremony of
the past. It belongs to an age when there was still a praetorian
prefect of the east (700, 9 ; 701,10, &c.) and the old organisation
of the domestics and protectors still existed (700, 2-5). The
decurion has prominent functions (709,17), as in the extracts from
the work of Peter the Patrician incorporated in book i.;1? in the
ceremonial of the tenth century he has no place. The function
performed by the silentiarius (699, 17) is in keeping with sixth-
century but not with tenth-century usage. The style of the
chapter18 corresponds to these clear indications, and there can be
no doubt that it is an extract from a sixth-century work, and is

11 Papadopulos-Kerameus, 'lpoooKvumici) BiflAiofligKi), no. 39, p. 115 sqq.
16 Th. Uspenski, Yizantiiskaia tabel o rangakh, p. 101 sqq., in the ' Izviestiia

russkago arkheologicheskago Instituta v Kplie,' iii. 1898.
17 See 390, 20 ; 397, 17 ; 403, lu ; 407, 21. oi Tpi&ouvoi TOV -xpaurivTov (700, 1)

is another indication. For the TrpocxivTiats by the domestics and protectors see
397, 7.

" Compare also paratu* and transfer, p. 099, loco p. 701. So transfer, p. 407, 20.
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1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYBOGENNETOS 217

homogeneous in character with book i. cc. 84-95. We must there-
fore place it in the same category not as ii. 1-25, but as ii. 25-89.

§ 9. Some of the documents of this miscellany, as we have just
seen, are extracts from works prior to the tenth century (viz.
cc. 26-37, 39, 51). Cc. 49, 50, and part of 44 (651-60, 12) are
official documents of the reign of Leo VI. C. 38 and the rest of
c: 44 belong to the reign of Bomanus I. C. 45 is an official docu-
ment of Constantine's reign, describing the Cretan expedition of
A.D. 949. That c. 40 (which involves 41) was written in Con-
stantine's reign is shown by the form of the reference to him as
living (640, 3); and a definite terminus a quo is supplied by the
mention of the fourth indiction (641, 3), which can only have been
A.D. 945-6. C. 48 was compiled in the reign of Constantine VII
and Eomanus II (686, 23 and passim); and there is no reason to
dissociate cc. 46, 47.

§ 10. There are only two chapters containing indications which
point to a later date than the reign of Constantine. In c. 42
among the tombs at the Holy Apostles', is mentioned that of Con-
stantine himself, and in another place the same emperor is
referred to as deceased. But these passages do not justify the
conclusion, which is generally drawn, that the chapter, as a whole,
dates from a period subsequent to Constantine.

6 4 3 , 7 . tV <5 CLTTOKUTai AtCOI/ 6 dot'Sl/J,OS (TVV TUJ VIW K.(i)V(TTaVTLV(i> XHTTtpOV

TeXiVTrjcravTi TW Tlop<j>vpoyfvvrJT<t).

649, 1. Z(DT] rj fJ-rjrrjp TOV KwvaTavTtvov TOV 0(O(TT(TTTOV KOX Hop<f>vpoytwijTov

TOV fjLa.Ka.piov /2ao-iA«u>? TOV iyyovov BatriAeiov.

In the first passage the addition rsXevT^o-avri, is without a
parallel in the rest of the chapter, and obviously shows that the
words were written not long after Constantine's death. But if
the whole chapter had been written then—say, in the reign of
Eomanus II—the writer must have said apriws, not varepop.
ixxTspov has no point in the sentence as it stands. It is impos-
sible to suppose that ' subsequently to the death of Leo VI' can be
meant.19 The only supposition which explains varepov is that the
chapter was compiled by Constantine, and that the clause aw no
vlu>—~n.op<pvpoyevvT)Tci> was interpolated, or added in the margin,
after his death. Thus vo-repop becomes perfectly intelligible.;^ The
clause means, ' Constantine himself, who wrote all this, died since,
and was buried with his fathers.'

In the second passage rov fiaKapiov ftaaiXews similarly stamps
itself as an addition. Anyone writing the whole sentence would not
have used this form of words. He would have said, rov fiaKapiov
KtopcrTavrivcv rov 7Top(f>vpoyevvijTov, or something of the kind. The

" Rambaud, op. cit. p. 133, translates erroneously ' enseveli, longtemps apres
son pere, dans le meme tombeau.'
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epithet 6SOO-TSTTTOV suggests a living sovran. We may conclude
that Constantine himself wrote Kavaravrivov TOV dsoaTsirrov ical
•Kopfyvpoyevvryrov, TOV eyyovov BatriXsiov, and that TOV fiaicaplov
fiaaiXews was inserted by the same hand which added the notice
of his sepulture.

It is to be observed that throughout the enumeration of the
tombs emperors are designated only by their names and the dis-
tinguishing epithets necessary to identify them (e.g. the two
Justinians are distinguished as fisyas and fii/cpos; Theodora, wife
of Theophilus, by her official epithet fiaicapia). The sole exceptions
to this rule are Basil I and Leo VI. Basil is described as TOV
(piKo^ptarov SSO-TTOTOV (648, 12, 17, 24); Leo is 6 Kvpis Aiav
6 fiaaCKevs (643, 2), TOV Kvpov ASOVTOS (ibid. 15),20 TOV fiaicapiov
ASOVTOS {ibid. 11, 17). This exceptional treatment conforms to the
regular practice, which marks the writings of Constantine VII, of
speaking of his father and grandfather with formal respect—' his
majesty Basil,' ' his late majesty Leo.'

The form of the two interpolations can leave no doubt that
they were added at no very long period after Constantine's death.
If they were added after the death of Eomanus II one would
suppose that the interpolator would have also inserted a notice of
that emperor's tomb.21 It is possible that such a notice was added,
for there is a brief lacuna after 643, 22 ;2 2 but this question must
be left open. In any case such a late date as the reign of Con-
stantine VIII, suggested by Eambaud, is quite inconsistent with
the character of the references to Constantine VII. Eambaud
assumed, with Eeiske, that the words BaaiXsios 6 a8eX<pbs
K.mvaTavTivou TlopfyvpoyevvrjTov (643, 19) could only refer to
Basil II, brother of Constantine VIII.23 Basil II (whom one might
expect to find distinguished as BovXyapoicTovos, if the reference
were to him) was buried, as Eeiske pointed out, in the church of
St. John the Evangelist at Hebdomon.24 (There is undoubtedly
some corruption in the words which immediately follow: ical
BdpBas 6 vlos BaoiXuov TOV trdirirov avTov—for Basil I had no
son named Bardas : should it be Stephanos ?—but avTov evidently
refers to Constantine VII.) I suggest that this Bao-iXeios,' brother
of Constantine Porpbyrogennetos,' was the son of Leo VI by
Eudocia, who died in infancy.25

20 Constantine speaks of the recent emperors, Leo and Romanus I, as K<pis, gen.
Kvpov, in De Adm. Imp. 200, 4, 18, 201, 4, &c,

21 Recorded in the lists of tombs printed in Banduri, Imperium Orienlale, i. 121.
More will be said of this below, § 15. ™ Cf. Keiske, p. 766.

'•" Bambaud, op. cit. p. 133. This is the only ground for the view that the greater
part of book ii. was compiled in the time of Constantine VIII (p. 136).

21 Thcoph. Contin. vi. c. 17, p. 304.
25 Cedrenus, ii. 480 ; Reiske, p. 764. The objection to identifying this Basil with

Basil II, furnished by the positive evidence of Cedrenus, is reinforced by the following
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The conclusion is that c. 42 was compiled in the reign of
Constantine VII, and that two interpolations were added, not many
years after his death, in the reign of his son or of Nicephorus
Phocas. It will be shown below ($ 15) that this conclusion is sup-
ported by certain marks of Constantinian compilation ; and it may
also be remarked that, as we otherwise know, Constantine took a
particular interest in the church of the Holy Apostles, which his
grandfather Basil I had restored.26 It was in obedience to his
wish that Constantine of Rhodes wrote a description of the church
in iambic trimeters, which has been published from a manuscript
preserved in the Laura of Mount Athos.27 It was written between
931 and 944 A.D.,:8 and the emperor Constantine's interest in the
church is emphasised in the lines (430-1)—

Kal TOV <f>auvbv Kal (TiPd.uii.iov 86fi.ov

avrSiv ytpaipt' Kal TTOBH ^evorpoVujs.

.§11. The other passage which contains marks of a later date
than Constantine's reign is the last section of c. 55. This section
is entitled irspl avvrjOeimv TWV irpanroa'ntov sv rrj TU^SI TOV

iTnro8pofj.i'ov, and in Reiske's text is numbered as a separate chapter
(56). It is on the last folio of the manuscript, which is mutilated
(as we saw) and terminates in the middle of a sentence. In this
section the following words occur :

Kal yap <Ls CLTTO TraXaiov e/cparei rj owrjOeia, i£rjvpr]Tai §£ Kal yu.€ra T a v r a i-rri re

'I<DO~rj<f> TrpaiirotriTOv TOV yipovros Kal TUIV irpo avTOv 01s Kal tiriTrpaKTO.

Joseph, the praepositus, is manifestly Joseph Bringas, patrician
and praepositus, who held successively the posts of sakellarios and
ipovyyupios rav irXotfiav under Constantine VII,29 who on his
death-bed intrusted Romanus II to his care.30 Under Romanus,
who appointed him parakoimomenos, he was the most influential
member of the administration (as TrapaBwaa-Tsvayv), and guided
the counsels of the emperor.31 The accession of Nicephorus Phocas
(A.D. 963) meant his fall,32 and he was banished to Paphlagonia.

consideration : It is highly improbable that Basil II would have been simply
described as the ' brother of Constantine ' in any other reign than that of Constan-
tine VIII; but it is -also highly improbable that a writer of that time, in the three
years after Basil's death (1025-8), would have designated him baldly as Baal\uos,
without the addition of i nanapios or something of the kind.

n Theoph. Contin. (' Vita Basilii,' c. 80), p. 323.
" By Legrand, with commentary by Th. Keinach, in Revue des itudes grecs, ix.

32 sqq. 1896. An edition by Begleri was also published at Odessa in 1896.
2* When four 0aaiXe7s were reigning, vv. 22-6.
n Theoph. Contin. p. 445. » Ibid. p. 466.
11 Ibid. pp. 469, 474, 479, 480. The contrast between the favourable treatment of

Joseph in this work and the disfavour shown to him in the chronicle of Skylitzes
(Cedrenus) is marked.

" Leo Diaconus, p. 31 sqq.; Skylitzes-Cedrenus, ii. 350-1. We have a contem-
porary account in the relation of the ivaydptvois of Nicephorus, added to book i.
of the De Cerimoniis (c. 96).
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The form of the reference to Joseph in the sentence above quoted
gives the impression that it was written after his fall, but not at a
very much later period. He is not designated as 6 yspav in any
of our other sources, and it is natural to conjecture that this was
the familiar way in which he was spoken of by his contemporaries
in the reigns of Eomanus II and Nicephorus.

Further on, however, in this document (807, 23) we read
WV [isTa TavTa TTpaiirocTiTcov, and Eeiske, referring

ravra to the days of Joseph, draws the conclusion :C3

debet codex hie. ceremonialis mulfcum aetate Constantini Porphyrogenneti
senioris et Nicephori Phocae posterior esse.

Even if this explanation of fisra ravra is correct Eeiske's infer-
ence—mult urn posterior—is not necessitated, for the Trpanroo-not,
were a body, and the period of their ' negligence' might have
lasted only a short time, within the reign of Nicephorus. But it
is important to understand the character of our document, as a
whole, which Eeiske has not considered. It has the authoritative
character of an order, written by the direction of an emperor, to
reform an abuse which had crept in. It begins in the fashion of
an imperial constitution:

aKpif3i)s TUIV iv avTrj BLa(j>6po>v Wi^twv ivdpfioaTOi \u>pia {leg. \opua) Kal

a-l'/x-rn'Ota, 8«i iravTots Kal Tavrrjv r'tvaypairTov Tais a s TO i£r}<; yfi/eais KaraXiirdv

a-q/iatvovcTav K.T.X.'4

The special purpose of drawing up the register (avaypafyrj), for
the regulation of the rd^is TOV iTnro&pofilov, was to put an end to
an irregularity. The functions which properly belonged to the
praepositi of administering and distributing the salaries (poycu) of
the TTOXLTLKCII TCL^SIS of the Hippodrome had been partly taken out
of their hands by a conspiracy between the charkdarii of the
factions and the military treasurer (\oyo0ETT]s TOV crTpaTia)TiKov),
who on their own authority (%a)pis yvwfirjs TWV TrpanrocriT<ov)
nominated recipients of salaries, and of course profited by this
traffic. This practice is here forbidden :

Kal OTTO TOV vvv Set TTOX.LV TOIS TrpaLTro(TiTOis Tavra KaT€^€iv Kal &iop$ovcr6ai,

Ka\ /xrjKtTi /ji>;Te TOV aTpaTiu>TiKov fj T«VS ^apTovXapiov; KOI vorapiovs iv i£ov&ia

K.T.X.

We have clearly to do with an imperial ordinance, and in such an
official document the description of Joseph as TOV yepovTos would
be distinctly strange. This sentence referring to Joseph appears
to state that the fee to the praepositi was an ancient custom, but

3:1 P. 903. So Rambaud, p. 133.
31 For the beginning, <hrei57)irep, cp. the novel of Basil II, Zachariii, Ins Craeco-

lUnnanum iii. 80S, and that of Constantino VII, ibid. p. 257.
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was intermitted and then reintroduced by the predecessors of
Joseph. If, then, the ordinance dates from a period subsequent
to Joseph we have four stages in the history of the crvvijdeia :
(1) the ancient custom (2) fell wholly or partly into abeyance,
(3) was renewed by Joseph's predecessors, (4) was again en-
dangered by the usurpations of the military treasury. There is
nothing impossible in this; but I do not believe that it is the
right interpretation. While TO yap aKpoan^ov (1. 14) follows on
naturally to d-TrapaWdicTas rots ap%aiois Tinrois i^aKoXovOovatv
(1. 11) the intervening sentence (teal yap ens—sirinpaKTo) comes in
awkwardly. Its baldness gives it a distinct character from the
rest of the document; and its tone is incongruous. The ordinance
is' drawn up in the interests of the praepositi, to secure them the
control of the poyai and their due o-wijdsia; but this sentence
gives the impression that its writer was not particularly favourable
to the claims of the praepositi. Besides the not very respectful
designation of Joseph, the words i^vpijTai and oh /cat eir&irpaKTo
combine to convey this impression. We seem to have to do with
a marginal note, not belonging to the original text, and intended
as a comment on rols dpxaiois TVTTOIS (which is taken up by ical
yap ws airb iraXaiov) .3b If so the note was evidently added after
Joseph's disgrace, in the reign of Nicephorus ; and the regulation
itself was of older date, whether of the reign of Constantine VII or
of an earlier emperor.

§ 12. We saw that the only parts of book i. which imply a
date later than Constantine VII were an addition made in the
reign of Nicephorus II (cc. 96, 97). An examination of book ii.
has led to the result that it contains no document that need be
posterior to Constantine VII, but that there are three interpola-
tions, two in c. 42 and one in c. 55 (56), of which the last dates
from the time of Nicephorus,36 while the others might belong
either to his reign or to that of Eomanus II. These results
mutually sustain each other, and point clearly to the conclusion
that the redaction of the De Cerimoniis, in the form in which it
has come down to us, dates from the reign of Nicephorus. There
is no proof of any alterations or additions subsequent to that time.

Of what nature was this redaction ? Constantine left his first
book entire. Of his second book he succeeded at all events in
completing a part (cc. 1-25). In the work of compilation he used
a number of documents bearing on various parts of his subject,
some of them describing ceremonies of a long past date. Bieliaev
has well shown how such descriptions of actual ceremonies were

M There is no difficulty in rwv iurk ravra itpairroaWm, 'subsequent "praepositi"'
(1. 23); they are contrasted with the ' praepositi' of 1. 15.

30 If it is not admitted that this is an interpolation I contend that we must
ascribe the whole document to the time of Nicephorus.
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used as a basis for the prescribed ceremonies.37 Thus the descrip-
tion of the reception of a deputation by Michael III in c. 37 seems
to have supplied the hint for the procedure prescribed in c. 1
(522, 5 sqq.); and the directions in c. 14 (565) seem to be based
on the ceremony described in c. 38. The reception in the
Magnaura, c. 15, is based on the actual proceedings in the case of
the Saracen ambassadors and the princess Olga, which are added
as an appendix to this chapter. The practical use of these extracts
from history, ancient as well as modern, is indicated in some of
the lemmata, as in C. 31 (nats Set irpoa^spetv TOP fiaaCkea ev
fie>yakT) i/cKkrjcria. avaQr\\xaia), where the title suggests the general
application of a particular ceremony performed by Michael III.
To this class of documents, some of practical use, others of anti-
quarian interest, belong cc. 84-95 of book i. and cc. 26-39 of
book ii. From the circumstance that cc. 84-95 are appended to
book i. we can conclude that they were placed there by Constantine
himself; for if all these documents had formed a separate dossier
it is highly unlikely that the redactor would have inserted some of
them in book i. and some of them in book ii. It seems clear that the
original compiler, when he had completed book i., added the series
of extracts from Peter as a sort of appendix. And it was because
he found a series of ava^opsvasis (91- 95) at the end of book i. that
the redactor added here (and not in book ii.) the uvayopevais of
Nicephorus, with which he naturally associated further the cere-
mony of the proedros.

§ 13. It is further to be observed that cc. 26-39 of book ii.
form a homogeneous series, whereas the rest of the book is a
miscellany, showing no sign of ordered arrangement. This
suggests that Constantine intended this series to follow book ii.,
exactly as the other series followed book i. It therefore seems
possible that the true book ii. is complete, cc. 1-25 forming the
body of the book and cc. 26-39 an appendix of illustrative material.
The upper limit of date for its composition is the autumn of the
year in which Olga visited Constantinople, A.D. 957, as recorded in
c. 15 ;38 while the upper limit for the completion of book i. is 956,
the year of the death of the patriarch Theophylactus, who is
referred to as no longer alive in c. 28 (p. 160).•19

"' Priemy, pp. xxxiii-iv.
89 The date (falsely given in the Russian chronicle as 955) can be inferred from

Constantine's account, though he does not mention the indiction. Olga's audience
was on Wednesday, 9 September (p. 594), and there was a banquet to which the Bussian
retinue was invited on SunJay, 18 October. The only years in Constantine's reign
fulfilling these data are 94S and 957, of which the former is otherwise excluded. It
would be unnecessary to call attention to this were it not that Rambaud (op. cit.
p. 880) strangely says ' pas de date a tirer de Ciri-m. ii. 15,' and leaves it open whether
the year was 956 or 957. The true date is now currently accepted. There are good
notes on Olga's visit in Ilovaiski, Istoriia Rossii, i. 294-5.

30 Book ii. c. 18 seems to have been compiled before the marriage of Bomanus II
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§ 14. On the other hand the incorporation of cc. 40-57 in the
s^ond book was the work of the redactor. These chapters are
evidently the miscellaneous contents of a dossier or collection of
pieces, which he found physically associated with the original manu-
script of the De Cerimoniis. They are, in fact, literary papers of
Constantine, partly excerpts, partly compositions of his own, some
of which he may have intended to add to De Cer. book ii. (for
instance, cc. 40, 43, 5140). The want of intelligence on the part of
the redactor is apparent. The inclusion of such irrelevant docu-
ments as the schedule of the military expeditions in cc. 44, 45
shows that he had no discretion ; but the inclusion of a life of
Alexander and the contents of c. 57 proves that his procedure was
purely mechanical. In the capitular divisions he also displays his
incapacity. Thus c. 50 includes (1) a schedule of salaries of
strategoi, and (2) a schedule of persons of certain classes exempt
from, or liable to, service in military expeditions—two totally
distinct subjects. On the other hand the separation of c. 53 from
c. 52 is indefensible.

That a number of these diverse pieces were not merely used for
consultation, but were designed for publication, whether in the
De Cerimoniis or not, can be proved; for some of them either
were compiled by Constantine or reveal his editorial hand. The
formula which reveals his hand is larkov on (sometimes xPV
slSevat). This formula is used uniformly throughout the treatise
De Adininistrando Imperio (varied by the abbreviated cm), as I
have shown elsewhere.41 (See further below, § 30.)

§ 15. This test confirms our previous result, that the enume-
ration of the tombs in the Holy Apostles' (c. 42) was compiled
by Constantine. lareov OTV occurs repeatedly (pp. 642, 646-9).
I pointed out above that this list might be considered a propos of
the reference to some tombs in book ii. c. 6 ; yet it does not seem
probable that it was intended to form an addition to book ii.
It followed, as we saw, a list of emperors (lost from our manu-
script)42 which, whether compiled under Constantine or not,

with Theophano. Cp. G03, 3, where only y aiyoutrra (Helena) appears. In the recep-
tion of Olga Theophano appears (f) vi^i\).

10 This chapter may have been already added to book ii. by Constantine himself;
I have treated it as disconnected, because 20-39 are homogeneous.

" See my article 'The Treatise De Administrando imperio,' § 6, in Byzantinische
Zcitschrift, vol. xv. 11)06. The formula is also used frequently in ii. cc. 1-25 ; and
the notices in cc. 2G-37 are all introduced by lariov Sn or xph ei'SeVai. It was not
used in the case of a literal transcription, and we can infer that the account of the
xeiporovia of Theophylactus in c. 39 is an exact copy of an account written at that
time (A.D. 933).

*' It may be observed that the list of emperors, which forms part of the Codinus
collection (ed. Bekker, p. 149 sqq.), seems to have been originally compiled under
Constantine VII. This is shown by the notice of the legislation of Eomanus I
(pp. 154-5), in connexion with which Constantine is described as S 0aai\fin Ktytos K.
[nipios does not occur earlier in the list).
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was doubtless a separate opusadum. Now we possess another
enumeration of the imperial tombs, published from different
manuscripts by Ducange and Banduri.43 It differs from c. 42 in
several respects. It is briefer and less correct;44 and there are
some deviations in the order. It also records the tombs of
Nicephorus Phocas, Theophano, and Constantine VIII,45 so that it
must have been compiled or edited after 1028. But a comparison
of the two documents shows at once that they are not independent
of each other. The order is generally the same; the form of the
notices is exactly the same,40 the variations mainly consisting in
omissions on the part of the writer of the list. As an example of
the correspondence take the notices of the first two tombs in the
' Heroon ' of Justinian.

' DB CEE.' ii. 42, p. 644. ' ANONYMUS ' (Bekker, p. 205).
IIpos avTr/v ryv Koy\qv unta Aapvaf Kara ai/'aroXas airo

ai'aroXas irpwros \dpva£ iv <S \idov £ivt>v KalaWoKOTOV fieo-i]x>

aTTOKitrai TO trol/ia TOV IOUCTTIVIC- ^poiav t^ouca TOV T* HiOvvov

vov, airo XiOov ££vov Kal OLWOKO- Kal XaXxT/Sovtrot) Trapa (?) \160v

TOV fiearjv xpoiav I^OVTOS TOV T€ 1><TT pirov ivy airoKHTai 'Ioucr-
"BL6VVOV Kal XO.XKTJO'UIVL TOV TIVIUVOS.

Tra.pa.Tr\T]o'{(i)<i \i6io OtrTpiTTj.
?Tt/3os \dpva£d.7ru\.i0ov 'lepa- iripa \dpva£ uTro \i6ov 'le/xi-

TTOXLTOV iv a! UTtOKtiTai ©eoSwpa TTOXLTOV iv 7] dffoKEiTat &coBwpa

r] yvvrj TOV /xeyaXov IOVO~TIVLO.VOV. y yvvrj airov.

The question to be determined is whether the work of the
' Anonymus' was derived from the Constantinian document or was
based on a common source. In the latter case c. 42 would repre-
sent not an original composition, but an edition of an older work.
The former alternative must be accepted, because the characteristic
Itniov on, appears in the ' Anonymus ' (p. 207, 9 and 16 ; also 20,
where the text gives si Ss corruptly). Moreover the homo-
geneity of the Constantinian document is notable; the stone of
the sarcophagus is designated throughout, whereas in the late
additions of the ' Anonymus ' the stone is not described (simply
irspa Xdpva^).

" Ducange, Constantinopolis Christiana, bk. iv. pp. 109-10; Banduri, Imperitun
Orientale, i. 121, whence it wns reprinted in Bekker's Codinus (' Exc, de ant.
Const.'), p. 202, and (with Banduri's commentary) in Migne, P. G. 157, c. 725 sqq.

" Thus a tomb of Theodosius II is inserted after that of Theodosius I (Bekker,
p. 203), and again rightly noticed in a different place along with that of Arcadius
(p. 207). There is a similar duplication of Michael II (pp. 204, 20G).

45 Pp. 204-5. Also of Bonmnus II, which may have been in De Cer. c. 42. Observe
that Constantine VIII is described as ' the brother of the emperor Basil Bulgaro-
ktonos,' as we should expect, and nothing is said of a tomb of Basil II, who was buried
elsewhere; see above, § 10.

40 Curiously Aa'oyof is masculine throughout in c. 42, but feminine, according to
the commoner usage, in the anonymous list.
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The ' Anonymus ' has indeed one additional piece of description.
It is noted that the stoa containing the tombs of Arcadius, Eudoxia,
and their son is TO. VVV aaKSTracrTos (p. 206) ; this is not mentioned
in the Constantinian document. There are, however, certain other
variations which suggest that this addition may not have been due
to the ' Anonymus.'

(1) The notice of the casting out of the body of Constantine V,
aXX' igecoOrj K.T.X. (p. 645, 4) appears in the ' Anonymus' in an
expanded form (contrary to wont), and is introduced by the
Constantinian formula larsov on (p. 206), which is absent here in
the Constantinian document.

(2) The last part of the Constantinian document (647, 20-649,
6) is omitted in the 'Anonymus.' This does not prove, that the
anonymous list was left incomplete, for this omitted portion records
the tombs of minor members of imperial houses, hv ra> svcovv/im
fispsi rr/s avrrjs eiacXrio-ias. No emperor was buried in this part
of the church, and therefore a list of imperial tombs might have
been composed without including it.

It seems, then, worth while to suggest that the work was issued
in Constantine's lifetime without this latter portion, and differing
in a few details from the generally fuller draft in c. 42 ; and that
it was from this publication that the anonymous list was tran-
scribed. The only objection to this hypothesis is that the tomb of
the empress regent Zoe was in the omitted portion, and it may be
asked whether Constantine would have allowed a description to
appear which did not include his mother's tomb. In any case it
seems highly probable that the document of c. 42 w:as intended to
be an independent work by itself.

§ 16. It has already been observed (§ 6) that the list of aXXdgiua
in c. 41 belongs to, and should not have been separated from, the
lists which form the latter part of c. 40. On the other hand c. 40
comprises two heterogeneous documents, (a) the account of the
origin of the ceremony of the twelve Xupoi and (b) the lists of
church treasures. The division between cc. 40 and 41 ought to
have been at the end of a. "We saw that b contains internal
evidence of its compilation in the reign of Constantine (above,
§ 9); but it does not seem at all probable that he intended to
append it to the De Cerimoniis. On the other hand a has no
special marks of Constantinian origin, and the introductory
sentence is unlike the general style of the De Cerimoniis.*7 It
must be left open whether it was compiled by Constantine or is an
extract from some older work. In any case it is closely connected
with the subject of the De Cerimoniis, and would have formed a
suitable adjunct to the treatise.

47 4K liiv -rav KO.B' fjuaj voriiiiTuv rijs evae(3elas, KaBais S i/xbs \6yos, iinoTinriiffo/iai. In
the prefaces Constantine does not use the first singular.

VOL. XXII. NO. LXXXVI. Q
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That the eii^fiia on the occasion of a triumph (c. 43) was
meant to be incorporated somewhere is shown by the emperor's
IGTSOV on •>] air?) fu^/tt'a aSsrai K.T.\. (p. 649, 9). I t would have
been quite a relevant addition to book ii.

The two documents combined in c. 44, relating to the expedi-
tions to Crete under Leo VI, and to Italy under Eomanus I, bear
the marks of Constantine's editing (lo-reov on pp. 656-7 repeatedly,
060, 662; also on 663). And in the similar document of his own
reign we also find the characteristic mark (669, 12, 671, 18).
These pieces have nothing to do with ceremonies ; their proper
place would be in a treatise on military and naval organisation.
The documents in c. 50, on the salaries of the strategoi and liability
for military service, would also be appropriate in such a treatise.
They too were edited by Constantine (compare 697, 10 ; 698,
9, 22; 699, 1). It seems a not improbable inference that he had
formed the idea of compiling a treatise on military administra-
tion.

§ 17. C. 47 is distinguished by a special title in majuscules, a
distinction which it shares with c. 52 (the Klctorologion). This
indicates that the ^aipenafioi were, like the Kletorologion, an inde-
pendent document, and internal evidence suggests that it may have
been composed in the time of Leo VI.48 C. 48 seems also to be an
older document, in which the names of Constantine and Eomanus
have been substituted in the formulae for those of earlier emperors.
I conclude this from the retention of an obsolete formula for
addressing the prince of Bulgaria side by side with the new form
of address.49 Further traces of Constantine's editing appear at.
p. 688, 16, and in the scholia on pp. 690 and 686.

The schedule of fees, dating from Leo's reign, in c. 49 has no
signs of Constantine's hand, but it is followed by notices relating
to (1) subsidies and exemptions granted to Saracen captives who
have become Christians and (2) the property of soldiers, which
ought not to have been grouped either together or in the same
chapter as the schedule. These notices are marked by the usual
Constantinian formula.

The Kletorologion of Philotheos, ce. 52, 53, with its appendix,
54, is intact ; there are no notes or additions of Constantine. The
schedule of c 55 is introduced by the Constantinian formula.

§ 18. Sorting these documents in accordance with our results,

18 It looks as if the Bulgarian formulae on p. 681 were used in the first years of
Leo, during Vladimir's reign (the emperor is mxiriroj because Vladimir was son of
Boris), and as if those following on p. 682 (ixeTantupSivros TOU ov6/iaTos) were introduced
after the accession of Symeon (A.D. 893). Cf. Reiske, p. 801.

° P. 690. The first formula represents evidently the later usage of Leo's reign
(see last note), while the second, in which the Bulgarian ruler is entitled tcipios and
jSacriAfus, must have been introduced when the tsar Peter married Maria, grand-
daughter of Komanus I.
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1907 CONSTANTINE PORPHYROGENNETOS 227

we may draw up the following table of the contents of the collection
known as De Cerimoniis :—

A. Treatise ' De Cerimoniis :'
Book i.=i. cc. 1-83 (92*)+84-95 (93*-104«) [84-95 contain

matter which a modern author might include in an
appendix].

Book ii.=ii. cc. l-25 + 26-40a [26-40a contain matter of the
nature of an appendix. 51 seems also to belong to
this series]. It is possible that 43, 48 (and 46)
were intended to be incorporated.

Subsequent addition in the reign of Nicephorus Phocas=i. 96, 97
(105,* 106 *).

B. Various opuscula composed or edited by Gonstantine VII:
(1) Trepl TS>V Ta.<f>u}V rwv y8a<riX£(D>'=ii. 4 2 .
(2) Military documents, perhaps for a treatise on military

administration=ii. 44, 45, 50, and latter part of 49
(694, 22-end).

(3) xa'PCTUrlxol °f ambassadors=ii. 47, with which perhaps 46
and 48 are connected.

(4) Schedule of o~wq6tuii=n. 55 (with Eeiske's 56).
? (5) List of emperors=ii. 42 in index. But, as this is lost, we

cannot say whether 't belongs here or under C.

C. Additions, not written or edited by Constantine VII:
(1) Kletorologion of Philotheos=ii. 52, 53 (with its appendix

54).
(2) Schedule of fees in reign of Leo VI=ii. 49 (beginning-

694, 21).
(3) Life of Alexander of Macedon=ii. 56 (lost).
(4) Documents of ii. 57 (lost).

(As the most simple explanation of the appearance of the accretions
B and C it is suggested that they were found in a dossier ot Constantine
along with material connected with the Ceremonies.)

J. B. BURY.

(To be continued.)
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